
Welcome to our world.  
We look forward to helping you  
plan your kitchen, bathroom,  

or other living space …



Before we share our portfolio, 
let us tell you a little about our experience.



Pete began his 
career 58 years ago  
when he joined his 
brother’s company:  
Giorgi Kitchens, 
as the design  
specialist and project manager … 



… rising to serve 
as president of 
the company  
for 10 years.



The next generation of brothers – 
Tom and Joseph Giorgi – now lead the company … 



… while Pete 
focuses on his 
passion: DESIGN 

Certified Master  
Kitchen and Bath Designer 



Ellen joined 
the kitchen 
industry in 
California after 
receiving her 
B.A. degree 
in Home  
Economics.



For the past 49 
years, she has  
taught designers 
how to create 
GREAT rooms … 

Certified Master Kitchen & Bath Design Professional 
Member of the American Society of Interior Designers  

Certified Aging-in-Place Specialist 



… and has written 20+ books on the subject. 



Ellen and Pete began working together on a 
showhouse in Wilmington, DE in 1992.





Today their design collaboration extends  
to projects nationwide … 



… and all their 
work is managed 
and installed  
by the expert  
Giorgi Kitchens  
& Designs team. 



OUR PORTFOLIO



Although they specialize in kitchens and 
bathrooms, Pete and Ellen can plan entire 

home renovations. 
 

This Pennsylvania project included custom 
millwork in the living spaces and a detailed 

new staircase, as well as the kitchen, 
powder room and gracious dual master 

bathrooms with his and her closets. 
First: Enjoy the Kitchen! 
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Next, enjoy the living spaces, the staircase  
and the dual his and her master bathrooms 

with well organized closets next to each 
bath. 





















Often the room next to the kitchen is really 
important to the family lifestyle. A 

townhouse kitchen project included a 
custom entertainment bar area. 







Pete and Ellen have worked with many 
clients along the New Jersey shore  

and Delaware beaches. 



One of Pete’s strengths is always finding 
intriguing solutions that work from an 

engineering and technical standpoint.  The 
house had an ocean view out the kitchen 
window, but wall cabinets were needed. 

Pete’s solution? Cabinets with no backs so 
windows stretched behind the shelving to 

maximize the view. 







In addition to working with homeowners 
directly, Pete and Ellen also assist custom 
builders interested in creating new homes 

that stand apart from others because of 
their well thought-out kitchen designs and 

the specification of quality products. 

This beautiful home is in  
Stone Harbor, New Jersey. 





Another client asked them to create a very 
functional, commercial-grade kitchen for 

their Mystique Island hideaway. 

The home has an all stainless steel 
commercial kitchen. 





Oftentimes, the Giorgi/Cheever team is 
asked to work on a client’s second home.  

This Frank Lloyd Wright-inspired home in 
Tucson, Arizona was such a project. 

The home features a unique wood specie 
(Anigre) in its Contemporary kitchen. Pete 

and Ellen watch design trends and new 
product innovations closely - always ready 
to help their clients during the selection 

process. 





Another client built a ski-in, ski-out home 
in Vermont.  

The interior is inviting and special … 





Various Designer showhouse projects and 
the Annual Junior League Kitchen Tour 

are also events enthusiastically supported 
by Giorgi Kitchens & Designs –  
rooms created by Pete and Ellen  

are often featured. 





One such Showhouse was in Dover, 
Delaware.  The Governor’s Mansion, 

Woodburn, has an adjacent Victorian guest 
house called Hall House.  Pete and Ellen 

created the kitchen for this  
charming cottage. 





Just recently …
Pete and Ellen collaborated 
with Joe Giorgi Jr., President of 
Giorgi Kitchens & Designs  
on the Wilmington Junior 
League Showhouse Master 
Bath.





The Giorgi/Cheever team specifies only the best of 
equipment, and uses the most professional of 

installation teams.  However, this does not mean the 
expertise is limited to large homes.   

In this small kitchen, a wonderful furniture-like 
cabinet section on the right serves as the entire wall 

storage system.  Along the back wall, the refrigerator is 
concealed on the right hand side.  All other appliances 

are concealed to the left. 





In this small kitchen, new, innovative appliances 
and equipment make the work area as 
functional as possible.   

1. The sink has removable accessories.   
2. An induction cooktop provides extra counter 

space when needed. 
3. Knife storage is built into the counter.









Here is another example of a small – but 
wonderful – kitchen.  The refrigerator was 

moved to an alcove so a functional, 
oversized dish cabinet could be planned to 
the left of the sink.  The raised section at 

the end of the island conceals  
the microwave. 





Pete and Ellen are capable of creating 
traditionally styled rooms or sleek 

contemporary ones. 



This first kitchen looks like a collection of 
antique furniture: just what the client 
wanted.  The beams are actual timbers 
reclaimed from a Pennsylvania barn. 

The second kitchen is a room featuring 
woodworking inspired by the Winterthur 
Museum in Delaware: such a treasure of 

American Decorative Arts. 











A large, well organized traditional kitchen 
in a new home features beautiful wood 

working details 









And in contemporary spaces, a glass 
countertop helps make the room “grow” in 
size.  Beautiful sequenced matched cherry 
veneers are used and once again, much of 
the equipment is concealed behind doors. 





This new kitchen is a great cooking room.  
A study of angles and fabulous materials.  
The blue countertop you see on the raised 

section of the island is a product called 
Pyrolave – it is lava stone from France. 









Single-source responsibility for the 
complete project is at the cornerstone of 
the level of service Pete and Ellen provide 

their client base with their Giorgi Kitchens 
& Designs team partnership. 

We consider all spaces adjacent to the 
kitchen during the planning process. For 

example this compact first floor laundry a 
was planned adjacent to the kitchen. 









How about condo living? Is downsizing in your future? Pete and Ellen have 
helped Wilmington families start a new life in the prestigious Park Plaza 
building on Lovering Ave. 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The team also creates beautiful bathroom 
spaces.  Enjoy these large and small rooms. 

We will start with wonderful gracious 
master bathroom retreats. 



The following two bathrooms are for the same family: 
both contemporary spaces but decidedly different.  

The first is a large bathroom combined with a restful 
adult retreat - inspired by Asian design. To make the 
space work, the husband had a small vanity directly 

behind his wife's larger area.  

In the second bathroom space-inspired by Italian 
Contemporary design.  This same solution of split 

vanities served the couple well when they transitioned to 
condo living.







In another master bathroom suite, the owner wanted an elegant wall of vanity 
storage and a classic traditional sense to the space.  

Wisely she also wanted it outfitted to make “aging in place “ practical, safe and 
beautiful! 







Enjoy these two special master bathrooms that 
were created with a more traditional “side-by-

side” his and her vanity arrangement.  

They are both white - but look closely - they are 
very different.













Small bathrooms can be thoughtfully functional 
and dramatically beautiful as well.  

Here are two bathrooms with the same 
footprint. One serves a bathing enthusiast; the 

second a shower lover.





Any room that needs a storage solution 
can be transformed by Pete and Ellen.  
Here are several master suite dressing 

rooms and closets. 











Thank you for looking ... 
Please take a  
moment to review 
the details of  
how we work  
with our clients.



  While the  majority of the work Pete and Ellen do is 
for past clients, they enjoy working with new clients 

as well. The planning process begins with a meeting at 
the Giorgi Kitchens Showroom in Wilmington, 
Delaware.  After a review of the project, and a 

discussion around the investment figure reserved for 
the new space, a retainer fee (either a percentage of 

the estimated project budget, or a minimum of 
$2,500.00) is agreed to.  The process then continues 

with a site visit to begin creating a personal space that 
is highly sensitive and attentive to the client’s ideas 

and wishes for their new room. 



Many of the projects Pete and                                          Ellen 
collaborate on include major interior restructure/  

renovation work or total additions. Giorgi Kitchens & 
Design provides a full service team, including engineers 

and architects to design the entire space.  They can 
supervise the construction process, or work with an 
outside contractor.  Regardless of who completes the 

renovation work, the Giorgi Kitchens’ installation crew 
installs the cabinetry … wherever the home is located. 



         Pete and the Giorgi    
        Kitchens & Designs    
        organization is sometimes   
        thought of as the “most expensive 
firm” within the Delaware area.  They are not.  You, the 
client, and the Giorgi design team establish an investment 
budget for the project under construction.  Pete is able to 
estimate this figure either in his office or during the first 
in-house meeting.  The actual investment is based on the 
products specified and the complexity of the design.



 

• It is the best use of the space. 
• Construction changes may be 

recommended. 
• Only the best craftsmen  

are on the job. 
• And, they only represent  

the most functional and best 
engineered products available. 

The solution Pete and Ellen present to you may be the 
more expensive because: 



Because “you can’t drive a 
kitchen around the block, nor 
can you try it on”… they work 
hard to make sure you, the 
client, understand the concept 
of the new room.  This is 
accomplished by presenting 
detailed plans to you.



We look forward to having 
the opportunity to change your 

living space, and your life 
for the better!

Let’s get started!


